
Author Guidelines

Readership

Mac Keith Press publications have a wide international readership. Authors and editors

should avoid a parochial approach and consider how issues might be viewed in other

countries. This particularly applies to service provision (health, social services and

education), which may have widely differing structures in different parts of the world.

Drug nam es: When describing drug treatment generic names for drugs should be used,

not local brand names.

Structure

We suggest that editors and authors develop a detailed outline for each chapter during the

planning stages of a book. Establishing a uniform structure for the content of chapters can

save hours of reorganization and editing of the final manuscript. Consistency of approach is

particularly important for multi-author books.

When a number of clinical conditions form the subjects of different chapters, it helps the

reader if there is consistency about which areas of information are needed and in what

order. This may include the following:

Classification Differential diagnosis

Prevalence/ incidence Treatment and management

Epidemiology Short- and long-term outcomes

Definition of condition Economic aspects

Aetiology including genetics Investigations including imaging

Pathophysiology Comorbidities

Clinical features Service implications

Diagnosis Implications for future research

Sum m aries. Consider whether a summary is appropriate in each chapter, and again

ensure that a consistent approach is taken.

Avoiding overlap and conflicting inform ation. In order to achieve close integration

between chapters, we recommend that the authors of chapters with potential overlaps

communicate with one another before or as they write. Some areas may need covering in

more than one chapter, in which case they will need to be cross-referenced. The editors

will have an overall view of the book when all the chapters are in and can then identify any

areas of overlap and redundancy or need for cross-referencing.



Terminology

Use common nomenclature throughout the book. It is useful to define and agree on

frequently used terms at the onset. We prefer to use as few acronyms/abbreviations as

possible. Those that are used must be spelt out in full at their first appearance in each

chapter. If it is necessary to use many acronyms/abbreviations a list should be included at

the front of the book.

We suggest using the term ‘intellectual disability’ for those with an IQ less than 70; ‘mental

retardation’ is no longer considered acceptable. For conditions such as ‘dyslexia’ etc., we

suggest ‘specific learning disability’.

See Detailed Guidelines for more guidance on Terminology.

Spelling and English usage

We use US spelling for books originating from the US and UK spelling for all other books

(Canadian authors may use either US or UK spelling). Spelling should be consistent within

the chapter. For multi-authored books, we use the spelling preferred by the book’s editor(s)

throughout the book. We recommend that authors whose first language is not English have

their manuscripts read by a fluent English speaker before submitting them.

Figures

Authors should supply figures (photographs, line drawings, and graphs, scans) with their

manuscript as TIFF and EPS files, JPGs, PDFs or in PowerPoint. Images should be

presented as separate files. Please do not present figures as Word files or embedded in

your main text file.

See Detailed Guidelines for more information on Figure requirements.

Consent to use images

Photographs of patients will not be published unless the patient (or parent or guardian)

gives written informed consent for publication. Masking the eye region in photographs of

patients is inadequate protection of anonymity. Images such as ultrasound or MRI images

or genuinely unidentifiable parts of the body may be used without consent as long as there

is no identifying text or other indications on the image. A copy of the written consent should

be submitted with the manuscript.

Permissions

It is the responsibility of the chapter author to obtain permission to reproduce or adapt

existing material. The copyright owner must approve the nature of the adaptations being
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made. It is important to start seeking permissions as soon as possible to avoid delays later

in the production process. Copies of the permission approval should be sent to Mac Keith

Press.

See Detailed Guidelines for more information on Permissions.

References

Please form at your references in the Harvard style as in the exam ple below .

Mac Keith Press uses the Harvard system of referencing in books. Generally, each chapter

should have its own reference section. Our books have an international readership

therefore references should cover the international literature and be as up to date as

possible. Before the final manuscript is submitted it is important to check that the most

recent references are included.

Editors of m ulti-contributor books should ensure that references for each chapter are in

the correct form at before subm ission of the final m anuscript.

Authors are requested to provide the DOI at the end of each reference, where available, to

enable references in e-books to be linked directly to the article. For example:

Adde L, Helbostad JL, Jensenius AR, Taraldsen G, Grunewaldt KH, Støen R (2010) Early

prediction of cerebral palsy by computer-based video analysis of general movements: a

feasibility study. Dev Med Child Neurol, 52, 773-778. doi: 10.1111/ j.1469-

8749.2010.03629.x

Download instructions on the Harvard referencing system .

Submitting your manuscript

Please supply an electronic version of your manuscript in Microsoft Word by email. Use a 
separate file for each part of the manuscript (e.g. text, figures, tables, all figure legends), and 
organize these parts by chapter. Please note that even though many word processing 
programs allow graphics to be embedded in the text, we ask that you submit graphics files 
separate from the text.

If your files are too large to email please contact the Editorial Assistant and we will 
make alternative arrangements for submission.

If you have questions regarding any aspect of writing or submitting your manuscript please 
contact the Editorial Assistant, Rosie Outred
E-mail: rosie.outred@mackeith.co.uk; Phone: +44 (0)20 3958 7411
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